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MSDS Common Questions and Answers 
 
Question 1:  I’m running SR.620 and nothing is printing on the report, however there is data in SR.301? 
Answer:   SR.620 retrieves data from the SR301MI file; MSD.600 must be run to populate this file. 
 
Question 2: I’m getting an error on attendance for Drop Students? 
Answer:   We have been told that this is not a fatal error but a warning. 
 
Question 3: I’m bypassing schools and classes set up, but I still have students from these schools and classes 

coming into SR.301? 
Answer:   Where was the student reported during the last submission?  If they were in a district, school, or 

class that is not bypassed, then they need to be reported during the current submission as a 
Drop, or you need to add the prior district, school and class to those that should be bypassed. 

 
Question 4:  I’m missing students in my submission.  Why? 
Answer:   Were they enrolled on Count Day, or were they enrolled on Count Day for the past submission? 

Check EN.100, to ensure they are enrolled.  If they are, do you have the district, school, and class 
set up in the bypass file?  If not, check their SR.360 record to ensure they have one.  If they don’t, 
go into STU.301/301E/301M and access the registration record with a change, this will update 
the SR.360 record.  If you find you have too many to hand process, please contact us at 
srsd@cmtonline.com, we have a program we can run to create the SR.360 records.  If none of 
this helps, please give our office a call. 

 
Question 5: I have students in my submission that I shouldn’t have.  Why? 
Answer: Were they enrolled on Count Day, or were they enrolled on Count Day for the past submission? 

Check the enrollment history record (EN.100) to ensure they were not enrolled.  If they were a 
graduate last year, make sure the graduate drop record is recorded in enrollment history.  Should 
they be bypassed, make sure the bypass record is correct. 

 
Question 6: Days beyond IEP timeline is not correct.  Why? 
Answer:   Do you use CMTSPED? 
   

Yes – Make sure you are answering the SR.500 question ‘Calculate Days Beyond Timeline?’ with 
‘Y’.  Make sure your calendar is set up correctly for the current and prior year.  If you have school 
calendars those must be correct.  The days are calculated based on valid school days. 

 
No – Make sure you are answering the SR.500 question ‘Calculate Days Beyond Timeline?’ with 
‘N’.  Check the field in the referral file SR.301RF, the value is pulled in directly from the value in 
the field. 

 
Question 7: Why can’t I use .75 for discipline consequence days? 
Answer: The MSDS Consequence schema only allows for one decimal position.  This has been brought to 

the State’s attention, but we’re not sure if anything will be changed. 
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